For over 40 years, Rabbi Hoch was one of the key forces in the growth of Aish HaTorah in Toronto, bringing it from 5 families to a powerhouse that has reached thousands with programs, speakers and seminars aimed at strengthening Jewish identity. In addition, with the vision of building a role model community, he became spiritual leader of The Village Shul in 1999. Now he is devoting his time to helping the next generation, inspiring and guiding other communities that strive to grow.

OSTT LNEY

RABBI AHRON HOCH PRESENTS SCHOLAR IN RESIDENCE RABBI AHRON HOCH NOVEMBER 5 & 6, 2021 PARSHAS TOLDOS

8:30 PM FRIDAY NIGHT ONEG "9 Steps to Greatness"- Part 1
Hosted by Zac & Shana Mannes
18521 Viburnum Way

11:00 AM SERMON "The Make-up of a Great Community"

1:00 PM SHABBOS LUNCH "The 4 Catalysts of Love"
With Rabbi & Rebbetzin Hoch
$10 per person, $40 per family
Please RSVP at programming@osttolney.org

5:00 PM CLASS "9 Steps to Greatness"- Part 2

OHEV SHLOM TALMUD TORAH 18320 GEORGIA AVE, OLNEY, MD